Damaris Young Author Events
Hello, my name is Damaris Young, author of The Switching Hour!
I grew up in Zambia and The Switching Hour is inspired by the
landscape and the animals from my childhood.
The Switching Hour is set during a terrible drought, drawn from my
interest in extreme weather events. I love exploring weather, the
environment and nature through creative writing.

school events
Assembly: My Publishing Journey (30-45 minutes, including Q&A) Suitable For Years 5, 6 & 7 – up to 120
In this talk, I discuss my writing and publishing journey, from the very first spark of an idea! I explore how a
story changes and give an insight into how a book cover is designed, as well as share my visit to the factory
that printed The Switching Hour.
Workshop: A Whole New World (45 minutes) Particularly suited to a Year 6 & 7 class – up to 35
This interactive workshop focuses on world-building. We'll be creating believable and fascinating worlds for
our stories - using maps, research and mood boards!
Workshop: Weather Monsters (45 minutes) Particularly suited to a Year 5 & 6 class – up to 35
In this workshop, I’ll share my inspiration behind The Switching Hour and my interest in climate change.
We’ll explore how to write about weather in our own stories, using all our senses to enrich our writing. By
the end of the workshop students will also have created their own imaginary monsters based on an extreme
weather event!

Available Sessions
Single: One assembly or workshop for £120 plus travel expenses
Double: Two assemblies, workshops or a combination (with a
tea break in between!) for £220 plus travel expenses

Please do get in touch with any questions or specific requests!
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Ahead of the visit
Please do take a look at The Switching Hour with the class so that I can answer
any questions they might have and explore the themes and discussion points of the
book.
Please let parents/ guardians know that the book will be available to purchase
and sign on the day. I will also bring postcards and bookmarks with me.
Please do get in contact with a local book shop who are happy to come into the
school on the day for book purchases so that the students can get their book
signed!

on the day
I will run my own PowerPoint presentation from a USB, so I would be grateful if you
could please provide a screen and I would ask that each student has paper and
writing materials. I ask that a member of staff is present during the event so that I
can focus on providing the students with the best workshop experience I can!

afterwards
Please do get in contact and let me know what you and the students thought of my
visit! I love replying to letters, hearing your stories and engaging with schools on
social media. Feel free contact me with any questions you might have!

i look forward to visiting your school!

further info
Website: damarisyoungauthor.com
Twitter: @damarisyoung
Facebook: damarisyoungauthor
Instagram: damarisyoungauthor

